
Important  Climate    
Science  Questions	

1.   Is Earth’s climate changing? 
 

2.   If so, what is causing the changes? 
 

3.   Will the climate change during the 21st century (and 
beyond)? 

A Synthesis of Observations, Theory 
and Numerical Modeling 

Gabriel Vecchi, with helpful input from Keith Dixon 



Science does not dictate action 

More certain Less certain 

Basic greenhouse physics 

CO2 increase anthropogenic 

Earth is warming 

Warming is anthropogenic 

Future climate change 

Impacts of future climate change 

Values & Constraints 

Action 



Weather  vs.  Climate	
•  “climate is what you expect, weather is what you 

get.” Lorenz (1965?) 

•  Weather is the state of the atmosphere at a given 
time/place 
o Not predictable more than 3-5 days out 
o “Today is cooler than the day before yesterday” 

•  Climate is the statistics of weather: 
o Average, variability, extremes, etc. 
o “Summer is hotter than winter” 
o Aspects potentially predictable if you know forcing many 

years/centuries in advance. 



Earth’s energy balance is the key 
to global climate changes 

IPCC 



1) Only a small minority of atmospheric 
molecules contribute to the greenhouse effect 
 
2) Water vapor, the most important greenhouse 
gas, is present in an amount determined by 
temperature (it acts as a positive feedback) 
 
3) The change in greenhouse effect from 
changing a greenhouse gas concentration 
depends on the fractional change 

Wikipedia 



IPCC 

Paleocene-Eocene Warm Event:  
climate has changed in past,  

due to changes in earth’s energy balance 



Ice Age Cycles: climate has changed in past, 
due to changes in earth’s energy balance 

IPCC 



El Niño: climate has changed in past,  
due to chaotic variations in climate system 

Focus Article wires.wiley.com/climatechange
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(c)  El Niño Relationships:  June-August
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(d)  El Niño Relationships:  December-February
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FIGURE 1 | Tropical Pacific climatology, El Niño, and El Niño impacts. Upper panels show sea surface temperature (SST, shaded) and precipitation
(contoured) for (a) the annual average and (b) monthly anomalies averaged June–December for five recent El Niño events (1982, 1987, 1991, 1997,
2002). SST is shown in units of degree Celsius and is computed from Ref 12, precipitation is shown in units of millimeter per day and is computed
using the Ref 15 dataset. Dashed contours in (b) indicate regions of reduced rainfall. Also indicated are the NIÑO3 index region (150!W–90!W,
5!S–5!N) and the source location of fossil corals recovered from Palmyra Island (Ref 13 and Figure 2). Lower panels (courtesy of the United States
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) Climate Prediction Center) are schematic representations of the typical climate response
to El Niño during (c) austral winter and (d) boreal winter.

PAST CHANGES IN ENSO

Instrumental records of atmospheric pressure and
SST since the late 19th century allow us to explore
changes in some aspects of El Niño and the Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) over the span of a century.11,12

For a longer term view, we can turn to noninstru-
mental (‘proxy’) records: for example, isotopic and
chemical composition of oceanic and lake sediments,
deposits from shells of corals and other marine
organisms, and tree rings. With these tools, we can
explore changes in ENSO for thousands of years into
the past13,14, though less directly than for the more
recent instrumental records.

A commonly used index for ENSO variability
is the NIÑO3 index, computed by averaging SST
anomalies (i.e., departures of SST from normal
monthly values) over a large region of the eastern
equatorial Pacific (Figure 1) that is both the heart
of the equatorial cold tongue and the region where
El Niño events typically have their strongest SST

variations. Strongly positive NIÑO3 values indicate
El Niño events (upper panel of Figure 2). As can be
seen from the yellow shading in the background of the
instrumental NIÑO3 record, there has been a gradual
increase in the availability of in situ SST measurements
in the NIÑO3 region10, along with the appearance of
satellite-based measurements of SST around 1980 (red
bar). Thus, as we can better characterize the state of
ENSO today than earlier in the record, our assessment
of how ENSO has changed since the late 19th century
must be viewed with a level of caution. Nonetheless,
these records of NIÑO3 SST indicate that there
have been variations in the amplitude and frequency
of ENSO—with the decades since the mid-1970s
standing out as particularly active, and the 1950s
to 1960s standing out as inactive. Accordingly, over
the past 50–100 years, ENSO activity has apparently
increased.

Isotopic proxy data from coral or other sources
increase our view of long-term changes to ENSO.13,14
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FIGURE 2 | Instrumental and coral-based records of El Niño/La Niña. Upper time series shows the monthly NIÑO3 sea surface temperature (SST)
anomaly index from Ref 12 (blue line, left scale), the logarithm of the number of SST observations per year in the NIÑO3 region based on Ref 11
(yellow shading, right scale), and the era in which satellite estimates of SST are available (red horizontal line). Lower time series show the 2–7-year
filtered ratio of Oxygen-18 to Oxygen-16 isotope concentrations from corals taken from Palmyra Island—with positive values indicating warmer,
wetter conditions associated with El Niño—after Ref 13. See Figure 1(a,b) for location of Palmyra Island and the NIÑO3 region. (Lower panels are
reprinted with permission from Ref 13. Macmillan Publishers Ltd. Copyright 2003).

Interpretation of the proxy data that exist is
complicated by the fact that multiple environmental
conditions can result in similar isotopic signals,
and by the sparseness of the records that have
been taken. However, these records provide a rich
view of the character of preinstrumental El Niño
events—for example, the lower panels in Figure 2
show records from various fossil corals from the Island
of Palmyra, which along with other records help to
place the variations in the past century in context.
We interpret high values of the ratio of Oxygen-18
to Oxygen-16 isotopes in coral shells as indicative of
El Niño events in the Pacific—as they indicate either
wetter, or warmer, or less biologically productive
conditions in Palmyra (Figure 1). It appears that
ENSO has exhibited substantial variability over the
past millennium, with centuries of strong activity
(e.g., the mid-1600s and late-1300s) and others of
much weaker activity (e.g., the mid-1100s, mid-
1300s, and 1400s). These changes are not connected
in an obvious manner to changes in radiative
forcing.

On even longer timescales, there are indications
that aspects of ENSO have changed in response
to changes in the shape of Earth’s orbit. Proxy
measurements and some climate model simulations

suggest that the strength of ENSO had a pronounced
minimum around 6000 years ago, apparently in
response to changes in orbital forcing.16–18 There are
not many proxy measurements for the character of
ENSO during the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM),
partly because sea level changes have hidden many
of the relevant corals deep in the ocean; a
study19 that examined fossil corals—some as old
as 130,000 years—uplifted near New Guinea, found
evidence that ENSO variability existed over past
glacial cycles. Global climate models20 indicate that
ENSO may have been stronger during the LGM,
yet considerable uncertainty still exists in modeling
the tropical climate of the LGM.18,21 Nonetheless,
two important messages from the distant past are
(1) ENSO can exist even during the very anomalous
glacial periods, and (2) its character can respond to
changes in radiative (orbital) forcing.

MECHANISMS FOR CHANGE IN ENSO

The mechanisms behind these observed changes in
ENSO on decadal to centennial timescales remain
an area of active research and color our expectation
of future ENSO activity. The tropical Pacific could

# 2010 John Wiley & Sons, L td.

Vecchi and Wittenberg (2010, WIRES) 



From  the  2007  Intergovernmental  Panel  on  Climate  

Change  Report  (WG1):  	

Looking Back:  
Past climate variability & change – an issue of Detection 

1. Is Earth’s climate changing? 

“Warming of the climate system is unequivocal,  
as is now evident from observations of increases  

in global average air and ocean temperatures, 
widespread melting of snow and ice, and  

rising global average sea level.” 



1. Is Earth’s climate changing? 
Observational 

Evidence: 

Sfc Air Temp. 
Warming 

 
 

Global Avg. 
Sea Level 

Rising 
 

 

N.H. Snow 
Cover Decreasing 

Significance of trends 
determined from obs & 

modeled internal varibility 



A question of Attribution: 
 

2. What is causing the changes? 

From the 2007 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change Report (WG1):  

“Most of the observed increase in globally averaged 
temperatures since the mid-20th century is very likely* 

due to the observed increase in anthropogenic 
greenhouse gas concentrations.” 

 

*very likely = 90-95% certainty  



2. What is causing the 
changes? 

Observational 
Evidence for 

Greenhouse Gas 
Increases: 

 

Carbon  
Dioxide 

 

 

 

Methane 

 

 

 

Nitrous 
Oxide 





Variations  of  the  Earth’s  Surface  Temperature	

Observed Global Surface Temperatures 
 
 

2. What is causing the changes? 



Variations  of  the  Earth’s  Surface  Temperature	

Observed Global Surface Temperatures 
 
Model with Δ Greenhouse Gases Only (n=3) 
 
 

2. What is causing the changes? 

Model forced only by smoothly varying GHGs yields 
temperature response that’s smoother than the observed. 

(this was characteristic of models of the ’80s and early ’90s) 



Observed Global Surface Temperatures 
 
 

Variations  of  the  Earth’s  Surface  Temperature	

2. What is causing the changes? 

Observed Global Surface Temperatures 
 
Model with Natural Forcings Only 
(solar + volcanic, n=3) 
 

…but can not 
explain  

late-century 
warming 

Model with Natural Forcings is  
consistent with obs until ~1960… 



Variations  of  the  Earth’s  Surface  Temperature	

Observed Global Surface Temperatures 
 
 

2. What is causing the changes? 

Observed Global Surface Temperatures 
“All-Forcings” Model Results (n=5): 
(7 GHGs, solar, volcanic, multiple aerosols, 
land use changes) 
 

Considering all of  
these different  

“forcings”(Natural & 
Anthropogenic) the 

model gets both 
the magnitude of 
the warming & the 
decade variations 
“about right” 



Uncertainties  In  Climate  Change  Projections	
Three broad types of uncertainties: 

 1) What will be the future concentrations of greenhouse 
gases in the atmosphere?  
(depends on population size, economic growth, energy use 
efficiency and development of alternative energy sources) 
 2) How will the climate system respond to the changes 
in greenhouse gases?  
(the computer models are incomplete & are not perfect) 

  2) What chaotic fluctuations of climate will there be?  
(greenhouse response does not mean an end to weather) 

 





Model projections 
following 3 different  
“If…Then” 21st cent.  
emissions scenarios 

and the  
“Committed Climate 
Change” scenario. 

 

Shaded areas show  
+/- 1 std. dev. 
of model runs. 
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Simulated Atlantic Sea Surface Temperature 
(based on GFDL CM2.1) 

Ensemble mean 

Individual ensemble members 

Can we predict the trajectory of 
Atlantic temperatures over the 
next several decades? 



Uncertainties  In  Climate  Change  Projections	

Rules of thumb: 
The smaller the spatial scale or time 

scale, the greater the uncertainty. 
The smaller the spatial scale, time 

scale or time horizon, the larger the 
role for chaotic climate variability. 

The more complex or extreme the 
phenomenon, the greater the 
uncertainty. 



SUMMARY	
 The strong scientific consensus is that we are seeing 
more signs that human caused climate change is real 
and that change will become more rapid in the 
coming century. 

 
 Though we understand aspects of the large-scale 
response of the climate system, the implications for 
other (more regional or complex) phenomena remain 
less clear.  



"If	  you’re	  29,	  there	  has	  been	  no	  global	  warming	  for	  your	  en7re	  adult	  life.	  If	  you’re	  gradua7ng	  high	  
school,	  there	  has	  been	  no	  global	  warming	  since	  you	  entered	  first	  grade.	  There	  has	  been	  no	  global	  
warming	  this	  century.	  None.”	  	  
	  
Mark	  Steyn,	  Na.onal	  Review	  online,	  July	  4,	  2009,as	  quoted	  by	  syndicated	  columnist	  George	  Will	  on	  July	  
23,	  2009	  in	  the	  Washington	  Post	  
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Decadal scale fluctuations are widely discussed …  

NASA-GISS 
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BINKY  SLIDES	



Projections  of  Future  Changes  in  Climate	

 
 

Projected warming 
in 21st century  
expected to be 
greatest over land  
and at most high  
northern latitudes 
and least over the  
Southern Ocean  
and parts of the  
North Atlantic  
Ocean 
 

Source:  IPCC 4th Assessment Report.  Used with permission. 



Unfortunately, we don’t have a 
twin planet earth that we can use to  

perform laboratory experiments. 

 

What  is  a  State-‐‑of-‐‑the-‐‑Art    

Global  Climate  Model?	



What  is  a  State-‐‑of-‐‑the-‐‑Art    

Global  Climate  Model?	

•  At GFDL, the computer is our 
lab. 

•  The computer model is our 
research tool. 



The four  
physical 
climate 

components 

What  is  a  State-‐‑of-‐‑the-‐‑Art  Global  Climate  Model?	

Land physics 
and hydrology  

Ocean GCM 

Atmospheric GCM 

Sea ice model 

At GFDL, our newest model 
has more than 2,000,000 
atmospheric grid cells 
and over ten million ocean  
grids cells. And there’s 
thousands more for the land 
and sea ice model  
components. 



The  Climate  Model  Knowledge  Cycle	
Knowledge & 

 Understanding  
     Model Development      

OBSERVATIONS 

THEORY 

Well Designed 
Model Experiments 

Analysis of 
Model Results 



Model  resolution  over  time	

OCEAN MODEL RESOLUTION: 1 deg. 

1980s 

1990s 
2000s 

Atmosphere 2 deg. 



200 km 50 km 

Annual mean precipitation 

GFDL Atmos. ca. 2007 GFDL Atmos. ca. 2011 



Skill at reproducing 20th Century 

N
ew

er
 m

od
el

s 
Climate  Model  Fidelity  to  Climatology  Has  Steadily  

Improved	

Reichler and Kim (2008, BAMS) 

•  Skill increasing with time 

•  Multi-model average better than any individual model 

•  Ability to reproduce climatology not necessarily projection skill 



Prediction  vs.  Projection	
http://sciencepolicy.colorado.edu/zine/archives/1-29/26/guest.html 
 

Prediction versus Projection – Forecast versus Possibility 
Mike MacCracken U.S. Global Change Research Program 

A prediction is a probabilistic statement that something will happen 
in the future based on what is known today. A prediction generally 
assumes that future changes in related conditions will not have a 
significant influence. In this sense, a prediction is most influenced 
by the "initial conditions“.   

In contrast to a prediction, a projection specifically allows for 
significant changes in the set of "boundary conditions" that might 
influence the prediction, creating "if this, then that" types of 
statements. Thus, a projection is a probabilistic statement that it is 
possible that something will happen in the future if certain 
conditions develop. The set of boundary conditions that is used in 
conjunction with making a projection is often called a scenario, 
and each scenario is based on assumptions about how the future 
will develop.  

 


